Let H be a normal subgroup of the finite group G.
All groups considered are finite. The ascending central series of a group G is denoted by 1 =Z0(G)^Z1(G)^-■ ■ . The Frattini subgroup of G, the intersection of all maximal proper subgroups, is denoted by 0(G). If Zi(G)=G for some /, G is called nilpotent and the smallest such i is the nilpotence class of G, denoted by cl(G).
E. L. Stitzinger [2] has stated the following result.
Theorem. Let H be a p-group such that (i) |Z,(//)|=/>;
(ii) there exists an abelian characteristic subgroup A of H, Z^HXAẐ 2(H). Then H cannot be a normal subgroup contained in 0(G) for any group G.
Unfortunately, there is a gap in the proof of Lemma 3 of [2] , which is the basis for this theorem. We correct this oversight and prove a generalization of Stitzinger's theorem.
Lemma 3 of [2] says essentially this:
Lemma. Let A be an abelian p-group with subgroup (z) of order p such that A¡{z) is elementary abelian. If T={a e Aut (A)\a(z) e (z)} and S= {a e T\a(z) = z and a(a)a~1 e (z) for each a e A}, then S is complemented in T. and so each p-element p of T satisfies p{a)a-1e{z)Y for all aeA. Hence MS contains all the pelements of T and the Lemma follows.
The arguments of [2] , as corrected, are seen to suffice to prove Stitzinger's theorem with the weaker hypothesis that there exists an abelian characteristic subgroup A of H with A^Z2(H), A%ZX(H) and \AC\Z1(H)\=p. We use this stronger version to prove our main result.
Theorem. Let H be a p-group with a characteristic subgroup K such that (i) c\(K)ji2; (ii) ¡KMKnZ.iH^p.
Then H cannot be a normal subgroup contained in (¡>(G)for any group G.
Proof. Let A=Z1(K)nZ2(H).
A is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup of//, A^Zt(H) and AnZl(H)=Kr\Z1(H).
If A C\ZX(H)<A, then the stronger version of Stitzinger's theorem implies the desired result. Assume otherwise, i.e. that A^Z^H). Then ZX(K)^Z-A\H) for, if not, Zx{K)ZA\H)\Z-\\lf) has nontrivial intersection with Zi(H)IZ1(H). Thus, \Zl(K)\=p. K is therefore nonabelian and cl(A^)^3. K'C\Z2(K) is an abelian characteristic subgroup of K, contained in Z2(K), and of order at least p2. Hence, by Stitzinger's result, K cannot be a normal subgroup contained in 0(G) for any group G. As K is a characteristic subgroup of H, the same is true of H. Remark. The assumption that the indicated subgroups are characteristic in H can be replaced throughout by the assumption of normality in a fixed extension G of H (//<3G)with the conclusion that H%<t>(G).
